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In 1935, a 22-year old Boston College senior ran for city council on the platform of “Cambridge
jobs for Cambridge people.” As one in a field of sixty candidates, the local newspaper didn’t even
mention the college student’s name, which would later become iconic in American politics. After
narrowly losing the election, this young politician reflected on advice from his father – Thomas P. O’Neill
Sr. - a former city councilmember himself,
During the campaign, my father had left me to my own devices, but when it was over, he pointed
out that I had taken my own neighborhood for granted. He was right: I had received tremendous
vote in the other sections of the city, but I hadn’t worked hard enough in my own backyard. “Let me
tell you something I learned years ago,” he said. “All politics is local.” (O’Neill & Novak, 1987, p. 26)
The next year, the junior Thomas O’Neill – better known as “Tip” – listened to his father and went onto
be elected to the Massachusetts’s state house, following in the footsteps of John Adams and his own son
John Quincy Adams. Fatherly advice helped Tip become the youngest Speaker in the history of the
Massachusetts state legislature where he served for sixteen years until his election to the U.S. House seat
vacated by John F. Kennedy.
Sons should likely listen to their dads more often, but as many moms can attest, fatherly advice
is not always right. It, however, seemed to be for Tip. His father’s maxim led Tip to be reelected to the
Massachusetts state house legislature eight times. Localized electoral success does not quite fit with
Figure 1.1 of this book or findings of the previous chapter, which show legislators’ own actions have
limited implications for their elections. These findings, however, do not prove Thomas O’Neill Sr. wrong
nor imply elections fail to provide accountability. Voters can create incentives for representation in
other ways. Instead of holding legislators accountable for their individual behavior, such as their roll-call
votes, voters can hold parties and their members collectively responsible for their collective
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performance. Such a system responsible party government can help solve the moral hazard problem
posed by representative government.
Promising for statehouse democracy, the findings in chapter help provide a “Yes” answer to the
question of do elections hold state legislators accountable. Voters who approve of the state legislature
more often vote for the party in control of the legislature, particularly when they approve of how the
legislature handles issues voters find important. And consistent with the idea of the “miracle of
aggregation,” more informed voters drive this electoral connection. Less promising for statehouse
democracy, the overall relationship between how parties perform in office and elections is relatively
weak and challenges fatherly wisdom that all politics are local. Legislative election outcomes are
insensitive to changes in state policy performance, and across each of my analyses, national conditions
are more influential than state conditions. Voters’ opinions of the president have almost three times the
predicted impact on state legislative election outcomes as compared to state legislative approval.
Misinformation further casts a plague upon the accountability process as some voters reward the
minority instead of the majority party in the legislature even when they approve of legislature’s
performance, suggesting “miracles of aggregation” fall short of reaching heavenly outcomes in state
legislative elections.
Responsible State Party Government
Few are likely surprised that legislators’ individual representation has little impact on the
outcomes of most legislators’ elections (Chapter 5) given the paltry number of voters who know who
their legislator is (Chapter 3). For accountability, Powell may require voters “know who is responsible
for making policy,” but this does not imply that every voter needs to know every detail about politics for
some level of electoral accountability to exist. Collecting such detailed information may make little sense
for an individual voter, especially when a voter can rely on “heuristics” (Downs, 1957; Lupia, 1994). A
heuristic is an information shortcut a less informed individual can use to make a decision as if they were
more fully informed. For instance, consider I know a restaurant reviewer has similar tastes to my own.
If this reviewer likes a new restaurant, I can more confidently rely on the reviewer’s recommendation as
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a short cut to determine where to eat my next meal without thoroughly researching the restaurant’s
menu. In the context of politics, party labels are the most common type of heuristic. If I do not know who
my state legislator is, a Democratic voter can reasonably assume that a Democratic state legislator
shares more of their own views than a Republican state legislator.
Party labels similarly help voters know who is responsible for specific policies. Republicans, for
example, controlled the Wisconsin state legislature in 2011 and considered legislation that would
effectively end collective bargaining for public sector employees. When brought to the state senate floor
for a vote, 18 Republican senators were present, which was enough to pass the bill but not enough to
establish a quorum – the minimum number of legislators needed to hold a vote. Democrats purposefully
did not attend the session to avoid establishing a quorum, and some even fled to Illinois to avoid being
compelled to attend. Democrats’ extreme actions made the front pages of national and local newspapers
making it clear Republicans favored the bill and Democrats did not (Glauber, Stein, & Marley, 2011). To
know where their state senator stood on the legislation, Wisconsin voters then only needed to know the
“shortcut” of whether their legislator was a Democrat or Republican (information that is provided on the
ballot) and not have “encyclopedic” knowledge of their legislature (Lupia, 1994).
Not every roll-call vote is down party lines as it was in Wisconsin, but with information about
who is in power and how things are going, political parties and labels can establish a system of collective
accountability consistent with theories of retrospective voting (Fiorina, 1981; Key, 1966). Austin Ranney
describes such a system in The Doctrine of Responsible Party Government,
…the people decide whether to approve of the general direction the party in power has been taking
– in short, whether their wants are being satisfied. If the answer is yes, they return that party to
power; if the answer is no, they replace it with the opposition party (Ranney, 1954, p. 12)
Applying the idea of responsible party government to states, members of a state legislative party need to
seek voters’ approval to avoid being replaced. Such a system of accountability helps address the moral
hazard problem posed by representative government. The threat of being removed from power
provides party members an electoral incentive to avoid riskier behavior and instead produce policies
favorable to voters. Otherwise, they and their co-partisans are out of a job.
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Political scientists have pointed to political parties as saviors of American democracy. E.E.
Schattschneider famously wrote that parties impose “great political simplicity on the most complex
governmental system of the world” (Schattschneider, 1942, p. 53). The American Political Science
Association later amplified Schattschneder’s admiration of parties issuing a report stating: “Party
responsibility means the responsibility of both parties to the general public, as enforced in elections”
(APSA, 1950, p. 17). To meet Powell’s condition that voters “must know who is responsible for making
policy,” a system of responsible party government only requires voters know which party controls the
legislature. More voters know which party controls their legislature than know who their legislator is
(Chapter 3), and this enlarged set of voters could better hold parties and their members collectively
accountable than individually accountable.
Simplifying party labels can be particularly attractive short cuts in low information elections
such as those for the state legislature. But returning to another piece of fatherly wisdom, shortcuts come
at some cost in quality, particularly when boiling down “the most complex governmental system of the
world.”2 For example, Democrats or Republicans control all state legislatures except Nebraska’s, but
even with these same party labels, what it means to be a state legislative Democrat or Republican differs
across the country both in terms of ideological representation and performance.
Focusing on ideology, Figure 1 plots the ideological position of the median Democrat (state
abbreviation in bold) and Republican (state abbreviation in plain text) in each state house in 2006.
Within a state, the typical Republican is always more conservative than the typical Democrat, but across
states, the ideologies of the Republican or Democrat parties vary. The median Republican in California is
more conservative than median Republican in New York, and the median Democrat in California is more
liberal than median Democrat in Arkansas. But this median Democrat in Arkansas is also more
conservative than the median Republican in New York. Despite sharing the same party label, Figure 1

For example, the author’s father was not a fan of shortcuts, particularly when it involved riding one’s bike
across a nicely mowed backyard to get to a friend’s house.
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Figure 1: Ideology of State House Party Medians

Ideology of state house party medians as of 2006 (Shor & McCarty, 2011). Bold state abbreviations reflect
Democrat party medians and plain text state abbreviations reflect Republican party medians.

clearly shows that the ideologies of the Democrat or Republican state legislative parties differs
considerably across the United States.
State parties’ performance also varies across states. Focusing on economic performance, the left
panel of Figure 2 illustrates how voters perceived their state economy to perform versus how it actually
performed. More specifically, the left panel plots the mean state-level response of voters to the question:
“Now thinking about your state's economy, would you say that over the past year, your state's economy
has ...?” (X-Axis, CCES 2006) against the annual log change in state GDP (Y-Axis). Figure 2 suggests that
some voters appear to subjectively reflect objective measures of the economy. Michiganders, for
example, recognized their state’s weak economy, and voters recognized Wyoming’s strong economy.
Across all states, the correlation between the state-level measures illustrated in Figure 2 is 0.48.
How voters responded to these economic differences on Election Day, however, presents an
accountability puzzle. The right panel of Figure 2 is similar to the left, but the y-axis is the proportion
seat change for the party that controlled the state house in the 2006 election, and the black line
represents the relationship between what voters thought of the state economy and how the state house
majority party fared in the 2006 election. In each Michigan and Wyoming, Republicans had unified
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Figure 2: Economic Performance and Voter Behavior in States

The left and right panels of the above figure illustrate the relationship between voters’ subjective assessment
of their state economy in 2006 and how their state economy actually performed (left panel) or how the state
house majority party performed in the 2006 election (right panel).

control of the legislature, and given their respective weak and strong state economies, theories of
retrospective voting predict voters to punish Michigan Republicans for a poor economy but reward
Wyoming Republicans for state-level prosperity. Instead each Republican party lost 5 percent of state
house seats.
Republican defeats were common in 2006. This party lost control of the US House and Senate,
six governorships, and state house seats in 38 legislatures nationwide. Such national trends in state
elections partly reflect the nationalization of state politics. In the Increasingly United States, Dan Hopkins
shows that while party “platforms in earlier eras focused more on state-specific topics, they now
emphasize whatever topics dominate the national agenda” (Hopkins 2018, p., 7-25 and 7-6). 3 Hopkins
also finds contemporary voters’ perceptions of the national and state parties differ little, and voters have
become less likely than in the past to hold state-level party identifications distinct from national
identifications. Heuristics concerning national rather than state politics are more readily available to

See Paddock (2005) for discussion concerning how state party organizations became increasingly
nationalized.
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voters, “meaning that national politics can serve as a ready benchmark against which to understand
otherwise unknown state and local candidates” (Hopkins 2018, p 3).
The nationalization of state politics has important implications for statehouse democracy. If
parties’ platforms are consistent across the country, nationalization simplifies the most complex
government in the world, as what the Democrat or Republican parties stand for is similar across the
country. It is less clear that the nationalization of state politics simplifies voters’ understanding of how
state parties perform. Extending Hopkins’ argument that voters “use the same criteria to choose
candidates across the federal system” in terms of policy (2018, p. 1-5), voters then may rely on
evaluations of more recognized party figureheads when formulating opinions about the performance of
more obscure state-level partisan actors (Kahneman & Frederick, 2002; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; see
also Gabaix & Laibson, 2005). For example, 20.8 percent of respondents to the 2008 Cooperative
Congressional Election Study (CCES) were “Not sure” if they approved of their state legislature but only
1.6 percent of respondents were “Not sure” whether they approved of President Bush. Nearly every
voter then had some evaluation of a Republican political actor, albeit at the federal level.
If voters with undefined views of the state legislature heuristically turn to their more accessible
evaluation of the president when deciding how to vote in a state-level election, such behavior would be
an attribution error. An attribution error occurs when a voter assigns responsibility to one elected
official for a policy outcome that is under the control of another political actor. Michael Sances (2017),
for example, studies the electoral impact of local tax increases that were enacted by voters themselves.
Sances finds voters more often voted against incumbent presidential candidates if their town
experienced a tax increase. Since a presidential candidate has little control over tax increases that were
implemented by voters themselves, punishing the candidate for such policies does little to solve the
moral hazard problem posed by representative government.
Attribution errors are often found in federalist systems across the world (Anderson & Ward,
1996; Leigh & Mcleish, 2009; Rodden & Wibbels, 2011; see also Erikson & Filippov, 2001; Kedar, 2006;
Leon, 2012; Martins & Veiga, 2013). With multiple layers of government, it is not always clear who to
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reward for good times or blame for bad times, and in turn co-partisans across different levels of
government frequently experience similar electoral fates. John Chubb (1988), for example, finds that the
president’s party is more successful in both gubernatorial and state legislative elections when the
national economy is strong. Stein (1990) and Carsey and Wright (1998) similarly provide evidence that
presidential approval associates with gubernatorial election outcomes, and Berry, Berkman, and
Schneiderman (2000) find presidential approval relates to the likelihood an incumbent state legislator is
reelected. Such relationships between presidential politics and state election outcomes challenge claims
that “the electorate often manages to make an effective separation of its choices of presidential and state
candidates” (Key, 1964, p. 307). More importantly if voters make attribution errors and electorally
punish state-level political actors for the president’s actions and not their own, elections will do little to
motivate legislators’ own actions. Why would a state legislator change his own behavior in fear of an
election if his own behavior does not dictate his own election?
Attribution errors also introduce complications for a prominent argument concerning American
state elections. Acknowledging that a typical voter does not follow state politics, the authors of
Statehouse Democracy argue that all voters do not need to be informed for there to be accountability in
American legislatures. Instead, the “collective outcomes, including election results can be driven by a
relatively small number of actors, not just those who are ‘typical’” through a process known as the
“miracle of aggregation”” (Erikson Wright, and McIver 1993, p. 4, see also p. 247-250).
Writing at approximately the same time, Benjamin Page and Robert Shapiro more thoroughly
present idea of the “miracle of aggregation” in The Rational Public. Grappling with bleak findings that
individual Americans do not hold stable political opinions over time (e.g. Converse 1960), Page and
Shapiro build on the logic of Condorcet’s jury theorem and argue that while individual opinions to
surveys may change, such change is random and “simple statistical reasoning indicates that those errors
will tend to cancel each other out when the opinions of individuals are aggregated” (Page and Shapiro
1992, p. 16). Unstable individual attitudes, as measured by surveys, are then less troublesome for the
health of democracy, as long as errors randomly cancel out.
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To understand how the idea of the “miracle of aggregation” can apply to elections, again
consider a district of nine voters. Assume three voters are well-informed and make normatively
desirable decisions in elections, but the remaining six voters are uninformed and cast ballots randomly.
Most of the electorate is then uninformed, as is common in state legislative elections, but this district as
a whole must still determine whether to let an incumbent stay in office. For purposes of this example,
assume the incumbent supported an unpopular bill that outlawed owning kittens. If the six uninformed
voters cast their ballots in a random fashion, three of these voters should support the kitten hating
incumbent and the other three voters should support the pro-feline challenger, effectively canceling
each other out. The election will then be determined by the remaining well-informed voters who punish
incumbent for his anti-kitten position, thereby holding this incumbent accountable.
A successful miracle then requires at least two divine things. First, some voters must be
informed, which we know is the case with approximately half of voters know which party controls their
state legislature (Chapter 3). Second, voting errors among the less informed must be unbiased and
random. As put by Erikson, Wright, and McIver:
“Even when citizens vote for the “wrong” candidate (in the sense that with a lot more information
and study, they would vote different), such errors will tend to cancel out so that in the end the full
electorate will often behave very much, although not exactly, as it would have had individuals had
much better information and were less error prone in their decision making” (Erikson, Wright, &
McIver, 1994, p. 249)
If the miracle of aggregation applies to state legislative elections, some voters being uninformed
is then less worrisome for accountability because – as put by Erikson, Wright, and McIver - “some
important individuals do pay attention, with consequences that can extend to the ballot box” (Erikson
Wright, and McIver, p. 4). I do not dispute some voters pay attention to American legislatures (Chapter
3), but it is less clear whether enough pay attention for state legislators to face meaningful consequences
at the ballot box and that “errors will tend to cancel out,” particularly if attribution errors are
systematically biased (e.g. by national politics).
Together, retrospection and responsible party government simplify the accountability process
for voters, but it is largely unknown what costs statehouse democracy pays for simplification. To
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determine the degree to which theories of retrospective voting bear out in state legislative elections, I
study the relationship between how state legislative parties perform in office and elections in two ways.
First, I examine how objective measures of performance, such as growth in the state economy, relate to
outcomes in state legislative elections with the expectation that elections reward the party in control of
the legislature for good policy outcomes. Objective measures of performance, however, do not always
translate in subjective assessments of government (De Boef & Kellstedt, 2004), and voters may evaluate
the legislatures using differing criteria. I, therefore, also examine how voters’ subjective approval of the
legislature relates to their individual vote choice in state legislative elections. These individual-level
analyses further permit examination of the extent to which specific voters (e.g. those who are more
informed) drive the outcomes of state legislative elections, as predicted by the miracle of aggregation.
Statehouse Accountability for Objective Measures of Performance
To determine whether elections reward legislative majority parties for good policy outcomes, I
study how various measures of government performance associate with party seat changes in state
legislatures in the 1972 – 2018 elections. My analyses resemble previous work (e.g. Chubb 1988) but
differ in at least two key respects. First, prior research generally fails to consider the party in control of
the state legislature, leaving it relatively unknown if this party has an electoral incentive to produce
good policies. I, therefore, assess the electoral success of the state house majority party in addition to the
governor’s and president’s party to establish whether voters reward legislative parties independent of
their affiliation with the president. Second, previous research primarily explores how seat change
relates to economic variables when state legislatures are responsible for a plethora of policies, ranging
from education to health care to law enforcement. I then evaluate whether voters reward state
legislatures not only for economic growth within a state but also for that state’s performance in other
policy areas, as described below in greater detail.
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My dependent variable is the proportion change in state house seats for the Democratic party
with observations at the state-year level.4 I focus on state house elections as state senate elections often
have staggered terms, but main findings are similar when considering state senate elections. My central
independent variables of interest capture different areas of policy performance. Main analyses focus on
annual changes in logged real disposable income. To measure the reward or punishment for the party in
control of the state house, I interact my measures of performance with an indicator variable for whether
the Democratic party controlled the state house. If voters punish legislators for a state’s performance,
theories of retrospective voting expect this interaction term to correlate with seat change. For example,
if the state house majority party had more success following a strong economy, there should be a
positive relationship between the “Change in Logged State RDI x State House Maj. Pty” and seat change.
State legislatures are responsible for a plethora of policies beyond those with an economic focus.
Education expenditures, for example, are the second largest appropriation in state budgets, and state
governments are responsible for a third of non-federal public safety spending (Barnett, 2011). It should
be noted that Adam Dynes and John Holbein find that “Democrats and Republicans appear to be equal in
terms of their ability to produce a wide range of policy outcomes associate with the overall well-being or
social prosperity” (Dynes & Holbein, Forthcoming, p. 25) – which may make it sensible for voters to not
care about individual policy performance – but prior work studying other levels of government provides
evidence that voters still engage in retrospective voting for policy performance in areas such as
education (C. R. Berry & Howell, 2007) and crime (Arnold & Carnes, 2012).
Following these findings and Dynes and Holbein’s study of policymaking, I evaluate the
relationship between election outcomes and twenty-five different measures that capture a state’s
policies or performance in regard to the economy, inequality, education, taxes, health care, the
environment, and crime. Most data come from the Correlates of State Policy Project Database. All
measures unfortunately are not available for all years of the study, which I designate in Table 2 below. I

Findings are also similar when making the dependent variable seat change for the state house majority
party and not including interaction terms of the performance measures and when examining state senate
elections.
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refer readers to the Institute for Public Policy and Social Research at Michigan State University for fuller
descriptions of these variables. 5
In addition to how state parties perform, surges in partisan turnout could impact the outcomes
in state legislative elections. State legislative parties who recently experienced electoral success also
may hold an increased number of vulnerable seats and be “exposed” (Oppenheimer, Stimson, &
Waterman, 1986). My analyses, therefore, account for changes in a state’s congressional vote, a state
legislative party’s seat change in the previous election, whether the Democrats controlled the state
house; and if the election occurred in the midterm. I estimate the relationships between these variables
and party seat changes using Ordinary Least Square regressions with state fixed effects and clustered
standard errors by state.6
Theories of political accountability predict that electorates will punish or reward their state
legislators for how they perform, but statistical analyses reported in Table 1 provide little evidence that
this is the case, at least in regard to the economy. The first column of this table shows the relationship
between measures of state-level income growth and seat change for the party in control of the state
house. As reflected by the coefficient on the interaction term of “State House Majority Party x
“Performance Measure,” estimates are in the unexpected negative direction and statistically
indistinguishable from zero (Table 1: Column 1). Analyses further indicate that these null findings
persist even when accounting for the strength of the national economy (Table 1: Column 2), examining

In addition to the education measures provided by the Correlates of State Policy Database, I also evaluate
how changes in a state’s average SAT score relate to state legislative election outcomes, and following
findings that governors are more likely to be elected after state taxes decreases (Besley & Case, 1995; Kone &
Winters, 1993; Niemi, Stanley, & Vogel, 1995), I examine whether the party in control of the state legislature
receives a similar reward for reducing taxes, as measured by the change in the maximum tax rate along or
changes in effective tax liabilities for $50,000 joint filers. Results are not sensitive to type of tax filing or level
income. Substantive results are also similar when using change in a state’s maximum tax rate or total state
income, sales, corporate taxes collected per capita or a dummy variable to indicate tax increases.
6 The congressional vote control is not available for state legislative elections that occur in the “off-year.” New
Jersey, Virginia, Mississippi, Louisiana, and sometimes Kentucky, therefore, are excluded from the main
analysis. Substantive results do not change when omitting this variable and including these states. For
regressions that include an indicator for the governor’s party, I omit elections where the sitting governor was
an independent. Results additionally are not sensitive to excluding the exposure control variable, a particular
state or year, or state fixed effects.
5
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only presidential election years (Table 1: Column 3), midterm election years (Table 1: Column 4), unified
state governments (Table 1: Column 5), and more professional legislatures (Table 1: Column 6).
I also find little relationship between seat change for the majority party in the state house and
other economic indicators along with measures that capture state performance in policy areas such as
education and health. The full statistical model that estimates these relationships is the same as that
presented in the first column of Table 1, but I replace “Change in Logged State RDI” with the
performance measure indicated by the leftmost column of Table 2. To summarize the relationship
between state house election outcomes and these other measures of state performance, analyses in
Table 2 report the coefficient on the interaction term of “State House Majority Party x “Performance
Measure.”
The first four rows indicate there is little relationship between changes in a state’s GDP,
unemployment rate, consumer price index, or housing prices and outcomes in state legislative elections.
There also does not appear to be a systematic relationship between seat change for the party in control
of the legislature and a state’s performance in regard to economic inequality; taxes; crime; education,
the environment, health care, or family issues. Readers should be cautious that state legislatures have
more power over some policy areas (e.g. taxes) than others (e.g. divorce rates) and some estimations
include relatively few elections. A lack of a statistically significant finding does no imply there is no
relationship, but I do not find a whole lot of evidence that elections provide the state legislative party in
charge of the state house much reward, even if that state legislature successfully implements effective
policies.
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Table 1: State House Seat Change as a Function of State and National Economic Performance
1972-2018

1972-2018

0.034
(0.234)
0.067
Change in Logged State RDI x State House Maj. Pty
(0.237)
-0.032*
State House Majority Party Dummy
(0.008)
-0.276*
Previous Democratic Seat Change
(0.045)
0.175*
Statewide Congressional Vote Change
(0.052)
-0.011*
Midterm Election
(0.004)
-0.153
-0.257
Change in Logged State RDI x Gov. Pty
(0.287)
(0.356)
-0.078
0.026
Change in Logged State RDI x Pres. Pty
(0.211)
(0.376)
-0.338
-0.694
Change in Logged National RDI x State House Maj. Pty
(0.307)
(0.360)
0.309
-0.065
Change in Logged National RDI x Gov. Pty
(0.368)
(0.358)
-0.008
0.002
Governor Party Dummy
(0.006)
(0.009)
1.841*
1.437*
Change in Logged National RDI x Pres. Pty
(0.343)
(0.456)
-0.083*
-0.062*
President Party Dummy
(0.008)
(0.017)
-1.125*
-0.678*
Change in Logged National RDI
(0.370)
(0.284)
0.003
0.047*
0.009
Constant
(0.005)
(0.008)
(0.011)
1003
994
468
R2
Observations
0.231
0.360
0.350
Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05
Change in Logged State RDI

-0.164
(0.122)
-0.097
(0.224)
-0.035*
(0.008)
-0.193*
(0.052)
0.287*
(0.057)
-0.001
(0.005)

Presidential
Elections
0.097
(0.242)
0.289
(0.339)
-0.024
(0.012)
-0.269
(0.134)
0.112*
(0.040)

Midterm
Elections
-0.000
(0.438)
0.018
(0.318)
-0.037*
(0.012)
-0.108*
(0.041)
0.159*
(0.069)
-0.283
(0.513)
-0.316
(0.348)
0.004
(0.466)
1.422
(0.796)
-0.021*
(0.009)
3.741*
(0.633)
-0.137*
(0.015)
-1.751*
(0.648)
0.080*
(0.011)
526
0.461

Unified
State Gov.
-0.007
(0.324)
-0.008
(0.336)
-0.032*
(0.010)
-0.377*
(0.117)
0.170*
(0.058)
-0.009
(0.004)
0.022
(0.326)
-0.042
(0.436)

1.684*
(0.476)
-0.082*
(0.012)
-1.154*
(0.481)
0.059*
(0.008)
594
0.431

Professional
Legislatures
0.021
(0.434)
-0.301
(0.438)
-0.026*
(0.010)
-0.315*
(0.068)
0.234*
(0.064)
-0.012
(0.007)
0.000
(0.373)
0.241
(0.369)
0.025
(0.439)
0.267
(0.463)
-0.011
(0.008)
1.452*
(0.544)
-0.081*
(0.013)
-1.096
(0.626)
0.046*
(0.011)
509
0.394

OLS estimates of state house party seat change regressed on economic performance measures. Observations are at the state-year level and estimations include state fixed effects.
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Table 2: State House Seat Change as a function of State Policy Performance
1972-2016

State Unemployment

1978-2016

Consumer Price Index

1972-2006

Housing Price Index

1978-2010

Gini Coefficient

1972-2012

Poverty Rate

1982-2012

Prop. Individuals Food Insecure

2004-2014

Max State Tax Rate

1980-2014

State Income Tax as Pct. of AGI

1980-2016

Violent Crime Rate

1972-2014

Robbery Crime Rate

1972-2014

Property Crime Rate

1972-2014

Car Theft Rate

1972-2014

Murder Rate

1972-2014

SAT Score (Logged)

1988-2014

High School Grad. Rate

2004-2006

High School Drop Out Rate

2004-2008

School Attendance Rate

1988-2008

Residential Sector Energy Prices

1972-2010

CO2 Emissions

1972-2000

Health Spending per Capita

1994-2008

Individuals w/o Health Insurance (Logged)

2002-2010

Divorce Rate

1978-2004

Abortion Rate

1978-1992

Birth Rate

1994-2008

Family

Education

Crime

Taxes

Inequality

Economy

State GDP

Environment

Years

Health
Care

Policy Area
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Estimate
0.003
(0.005)
0.007
(0.005)
0.007
(0.006)
-0.003
(0.006)
-0.006
(0.005)
0.001
(0.005)
0.005
(0.008)
-0.006
(0.006)
0.004
(0.006)
-0.008
(0.005)
-0.012
(0.006)
-0.003
(0.005)
-0.003
(0.005)
-0.008
(0.005)
-0.009
(0.005)
0.002
(0.011)
0.008
(0.009)
0.003
(0.005)
-0.007
(0.006)
0.009
(0.008)
-0.011
(0.006)
0.002
(0.009)
0.002
(0.007)
0.003
(0.010)
0.001
(0.006)

N
958
829
779
738
912
697
266
784
767
957
957
957
957
957
614
88
117
479
867
646
351
221
505
334
351

Whereas state parties’ performances seem to have little electoral relevance, national conditions
are a driving force in state legislative elections. The statistical analyses in the second column of Table 1
investigate the extent to which state legislative elections relate to the performance of non-state
legislative actors by accounting for which party controlled the governorship in a state or the presidency
along with the national economy. Across all elections, presidential elections, and midterm elections
(Table 1: Columns 2, 3 and 4), I again find little evidence that voters punish the state house majority
party legislative party for poor performance, but similar to Chubb’s findings, my analyses provide strong
evidence that national politics dominate state legislative elections. When the national economy grows by
2 percent, there is a predicted 1.4 percent seat change for the president’s party in state house elections
(Table 1: Column 2). National forces appear to concentrated in midterm elections, where a 2 percent
change in the national economy associates with a predicted 5.5 percent change in seats for the
president’s state legislative co-partisans. Reflecting balancing across the federal system (Erikson &
Filippov, 2001), statistical analyses predict the president’s party will lose 8 percent of its seats, all else
equal, during a midterm election. A considerable portion of state legislators’ electoral fates are then
largely beyond their own control, even when presidential candidates are not on the ballot.
Statistical analyses in the Appendix suggest that the relationship between presidential and state
legislative politics is strongest during the Clinton, Bush, Obama, and Trump presidencies and is more
comparable to politics during the Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson administrations rather than those
of Ford, Carter, and Reagan. The predicted seat change for the president’s party following 2 percent
national economic growth was 3.6 percent in elections from 1950 – 1974; 1.6 percent in elections from
1972 – 1994; and 2.7 percent in elections from 1994 – 2018 (Appendix Table X). For state legislative
elections. Hopkins finds a similar “rebound” in the nationalization in more recent gubernatorial
elections (Hopkins, 2018, p. 45). Even with this cross-time variation, national politics always dominates
state political conditions in legislative elections. In each time period, there is little relationship between
state economic growth and seat change for the party in control of the state house, suggesting that state
legislators had little electoral incentive to stimulate the state economy over the last half century.
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Statehouse Accountability for Subjective Measures of Performance
There is little evidence that elections hold the state house majority party accountable for
objective measures of policy performance. Voters’ electoral behavior, however, is not as simple as voters
taking in objective measures of the economy and casting a ballot for the incumbent party during times of
growth. Objective measures of policy performance do not always translate into subjective judgments,
and voters instead may evaluate their legislators for criteria beyond those considered above or even
place greater weight on certain issues than others (Chapter 4: Figure X). For instance, one voter may
approve of their legislature for their management of the economy but care little about education policy
while another voter may only care about education and not the economy. More fundamentally, not all
voters know which party controls their state legislature (Chapter 3: Figure X). Examining the
relationship between income growth and seat changes demonstrates how actual performance associates
with election outcomes (Kramer 1983), but a more micro-level analysis that relaxes assumptions
regarding individual voters’ knowledge is needed to more fully understand collective accountability in
American legislative elections.
To conduct such a study, I investigate whether individuals report voting for the state house
majority party when they believe the legislature is doing a good job. I again use nationally
representative surveys conducted by the Cooperative Congressional Election Study from 2008 - 2018.7
Each set of surveys asked voters how they voted in a state legislative election along with their approval
of the state legislature, governor, and president, and I estimate how state house vote choice varies as a
function of voters’ approval ratings of their state legislature, governor, and president while accounting
for a respondent’s party identification, gender, race, age, education, and income. More specifically, my
dependent variable is whether a voter supported a state house candidate who was a member of the state

YouGov Polimetrix conducted the CCES nationwide online surveys in two waves, interviewing the same
respondents in October and November. In the first wave, individuals indicated their level of approval of the
state legislature, and in the second wave, respondents stated how they voted in their state legislative
elections.
7
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house majority party. 8 Similar to studies in Chapter 3, each analysis accounts for characteristics of
voters along with the polarization of the legislature, size of the state house majority party, state
legislative professionalism, the number of reporters devoted to covering state government, and a voter’s
distance from the capital.
After presenting the strength of the relationships between state legislative approval and vote
choice, I build on previously chapters’ findings concerning voters’ knowledge and interest in state
legislative politics to better understand why relationships are so weak between voters’ overall approval
of the legislature and vote choice. First, I use survey responses from the 2018 CCES that accounts for
voters’ approval ratings of their legislature on specific issues and the importance voters place on these
issues (Chapter 4: Figure X) to show that all voters are unlikely to punish or reward their legislators for
the single, same issue, but an individual voter instead is more likely to punish or reward the legislature
for how the legislature handles issues that individual voter cares about. Second, I examine the
aggregated implications of many voters knowing little about their legislature. Specifically, I study
informed and less informed voters’ behavior and the degree to which uninformed voters make “random
errors,” as assumed and required by the miracle of aggregation.
In each analysis, I evaluate the relationship between a voter’s evaluation of the state legislature
and vote choice using a weighted probit analysis (Table 3). Given the difficultly to directly interpret
probit estimates. Table 4 presents the differences in the average predicted probabilities of a vote for the
state house majority party as a voter moves from “strongly disapproving” to “strongly approving” of the
state legislature.

Voters indicated their approval rating of these political actors on a five point-scale ranging from “Strongly
disapprove” to “Strongly approve,” which I code from -2 to 2. To main consistency with the dependent
variable, I adjust the gubernatorial and presidential approval variables to such that positive values denote
approving the governor’s and president’s state legislative co-partisans. Substantive findings are similar when
either using dummy variables for approval instead of a cardinal measure or substituting voters’ assessments
of the economy for their approval ratings of the political actors.
8
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Table 3: Vote Choice as a Function of State Legislative, Gubernatorial, and Presidential Approval
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
2018
0.095*
0.103*
0.065*
0.062*
0.114*
0.062*
State Legislative Approval
(0.026)
(0.023)
(0.022)
(0.022)
(0.027)
(0.026)
0.131*
0.069*
0.092*
0.177*
0.141*
0.149*
Governor Approval
(0.024)
(0.029)
(0.017)
(0.018)
(0.023)
(0.023)
0.216*
0.416*
0.443*
0.347*
0.382*
0.518*
Presidential Approval
(0.017)
(0.019)
(0.018)
(0.016)
(0.011)
(0.018)
0.560*
0.489*
0.470*
0.488*
0.426*
0.472*
Party ID (7-pt)
(0.018)
(0.018)
(0.014)
(0.011)
(0.012)
(0.013)
-0.016
-0.027
0.072
0.020
-0.044
0.039
Female Respondent
(0.031)
(0.026)
(0.047)
(0.041)
(0.036)
(0.039)
0.104
0.035
-0.082
-0.129*
-0.049
-0.108
Nonwhite Respondent
(0.087)
(0.059)
(0.056)
(0.062)
(0.075)
(0.084)
0.000
-0.002
-0.001
-0.001
0.001
-0.000
Age (in Years)
(0.001)
(0.002)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
-0.006
0.098
0.062
-0.080
0.101
0.056
Education: High School Degree
(0.097)
(0.127)
(0.106)
(0.109)
(0.057)
(0.107)
0.060
0.133
0.066
-0.112
0.130*
0.079
Education: Some College
(0.092)
(0.136)
(0.103)
(0.115)
(0.059)
(0.111)
-0.075
0.081
0.119
-0.208
0.070
0.081
Education: Two Year College
(0.099)
(0.128)
(0.108)
(0.120)
(0.070)
(0.107)
-0.002
0.087
0.058
-0.112
0.113
0.088
Education: Four Year College
(0.093)
(0.115)
(0.107)
(0.100)
(0.062)
(0.103)
-0.008
0.140
0.109
-0.173
0.169*
-0.018
Education: Post-Grad Degree
(0.101)
(0.129)
(0.110)
(0.122)
(0.071)
(0.097)
-0.016
-0.082*
0.016
-0.006
0.036
-0.064
Income: $30,000 - $70,000
(0.039)
(0.037)
(0.038)
(0.044)
(0.039)
(0.041)
0.007
-0.035
0.043
-0.000
0.013
-0.070
Income: $70,000 - $100,000
(0.044)
(0.074)
(0.071)
(0.079)
(0.065)
(0.056)
0.042
-0.076
0.008
-0.067
0.003
-0.009
Income: Above $100,000
(0.063)
(0.052)
(0.065)
(0.066)
(0.050)
(0.050)
0.000
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000*
-0.000
-0.000
Session Length (In 100s of days)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
-0.010
0.021
0.023*
0.022*
0.006
0.027*
Legislative Staff per Member
(0.019)
(0.011)
(0.010)
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.007)
-0.001
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
-0.000
Legislator Salary (In 1000s of 2010 dollars)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.000)
(0.000)
0.845*
0.907*
0.761
0.493
0.936*
1.410*
Majority Party Size
(0.384)
(0.335)
(0.444)
(0.349)
(0.446)
(0.203)
-0.078
0.036
-0.003
-0.034
-0.057
-0.005
Divided State Government
(0.074)
(0.049)
(0.066)
(0.041)
(0.043)
(0.042)
0.088
-0.029
-0.086
-0.044
0.018
0.009
Polarization
(0.063)
(0.046)
(0.049)
(0.045)
(0.045)
(0.037)
0.006
-0.009
-0.003
-0.002
-0.002
-0.004*
Number of Full Time Reporters at State House
(0.013)
(0.006)
(0.003)
(0.002)
(0.003)
(0.002)
-0.022
0.002
-0.017
-0.051*
-0.012
-0.035*
Respondent Distance from Capital (in 100s of kms)
(0.013)
(0.014)
(0.017)
(0.008)
(0.013)
(0.014)
-0.517
-0.374
-0.413
0.114
-0.600
-0.811*
Constant
(0.267)
(0.314)
(0.330)
(0.232)
(0.336)
(0.209)
19836
31560
30084
28794
35791
37829
N
-4227.1
-5819.4
-6990.3
-6392.9
-7901.8
-4938.6
Log-Likelihood
Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05
Probit estimates of state house vote choice as a function of voters’ assessments of political actors and partisan identification.
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Table 4: Differences in Predicted Probability of State House Vote Choice
Adjust State Legislative Approval from
“Strongly Disapprove” to “Strongly Approve”

All Voters
Correct Voters
Not Sure Voters
Incorrect Voters

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

0.052*
(0.014)
0.105*
(0.020)
0.009
(0.017)
-0.030*
(0.014)

0.050*
(0.011)
0.085*
(0.011)
0.012
(0.018)
-0.050*
(0.024)

0.032*
(0.011)
0.067*
(0.014
-0.009
(0.014)
0.011
(0.018)

0.031*
(0.011)
0.058*
(0.014)
0.006
(0.015)
-0.058
(0.035)

0.062*
(0.014)
0.077*
(0.013)
0.025
(0.015)
0.050
(0.027)

0.020*
(0.009)
0.042*
(0.012)
0.001
(0.009)
-0.056*
(0.015)

For each of the 2008 – 2018 elections, I find evidence of a relationship between a voters’ overall
approval of the legislature and vote choice in state legislative elections. When voters strongly approve of
their legislature instead of strongly disapprove, the probability that they vote for a candidate of the state
house majority party increases by up to .062 (Table 4: “All Voters” Row). The relationship between
approval and vote choice was strongest in 2016 but weakest in 2018, a subject addressed in greater
detail below. State legislative parties and their members then have some electoral incentive to perform
well, thereby helping solve the moral hazard problem posed by representative government.9
To situate these accountability findings within a broader American politics context, I conduct a
comparable study of U.S. House elections but only include measures that apply to both Congress and
state legislatures (e.g. a respondent’s education but not state legislative professionalism measures).
Similar to findings concerning individual representatives’ ideological representation (Chapter 5: Figure
X), the relationship between how parties perform in office and elections is stronger in Congress than
state legislatures. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between approval ratings and vote choice when
considering all responses from the 2008 – 2018 Cooperative Congressional Election Studies (see Table
A.X for probit estimates). The solid line in Figure 3 indicates that a voter strongly approving instead of
strongly disapproving of the U.S. Congress results in an 0.053 change in the probability of voting for a
member of the U.S. House majority party. Meanwhile a voter strongly approving instead of strongly

Voters also more broadly hold state parties accountable when casting their ballots for the state legislature.
Within the tradition of responsible party government, punishing an unpopular governor’s legislative party
can stall the governor’s legislative agenda, and statistical analyses in Table 1 suggest voters follow such
behavior. Strongly approving instead of strongly disapproving of the governor changes the predicted
probability of a state house vote by at least .03 across of the elections considered.
9
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Figure 3: Comparison of Accountability in Congress and State Legislatures

Solid line represent the predicted probabilities of an individual voting for the state house majority party under different
levels of state legislative approval, and dashed line represents the predicted probabilities of an individual voting for the
U.S. House majority party under different levels of Congressional approval

disapproving of their state legislature results in a .042 predicted change in the probability of voting for a
member of the state house majority party.10 Electoral connections exist in state legislatures – which is
somewhat promising for accountability in American legislatures – but Figure 3 suggests these
connections are not as strong as those found in Congress.
Why so little evidence of collective accountability?
In elections from 2008 to 2018, there is a relationship between state legislative approval and
vote choice. The mere existence of this relationship suggests collective accountability exists in American
legislative elections, but why are the relationships so weak? To address this question I use the 2018
election to show that accountability in American legislatures partly depends on voters’ priorities and
knowledge concerning state legislative elections (Chapters 3 and 4).
Accountability for Issues Voters Care About
Objective measures of policy performance, such as the economy, education, taxes, or many other
performance measures, correlate little with seat change in state legislatures (Table 2), which suggests

When considering individual elections, the relationship between approval ratings and vote choice was only
stronger in state legislatures than Congress in the 2014 and 2016 elections, but the differences between these
differences in probabilities are statistically indistinguishable from zero.
10
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suggest a lack of collective accountability for individual issues the legislature handles. Voters, however,
can care about different issues (Chapter 4 Figure X) to varying degrees (Chapter 4 Figure Y). As a sports
fan may care about Olympic gymnastics more than track and field, a voter could care more about
whether the legislature’s builds good roads than schools. Social psychologist Jon Krosnick nicely applied
this reasoning to voting behavior when forming hypotheses concerning the importance of “issue
publics” – groups of people who follow an issue particularly closely - stating: “The impact of a policy
attitude on a citizen’s candidate preference should depend on the personal importance of the policy
attitude to voter” (Krosnick, 1990, p. 62).
Studies of electoral behavior, however, provide mixed evidence regarding whether issue
importance matters in voter decision-making. Studying the 1968, 1980, and 1984 elections, Krosnick
finds that there is a stronger association between voters’ issue positions and evaluations of presidential
candidates on issues in which voters find important (see also Aldrich & McKelvey, 1977; Granberg &
Holmberg, 1986; Visser, Krosnick, & Simmons, 2003). Other political scientists, however, find less
evidence that issue importance affects voter behavior (Hinckley, Hofstetter, & Kessel, 1974; Leeper &
Robison, 2018; Niemi & Bartels, 1985). In their study of the 1980 – 2008 presidential elections, Thomas
Leeper and Joshua Robison, for example, conclude that “issue importance has a small, but highly
variable, influence over voter decision-making.” As characterized by Robert Johns (2010, p. 146), the
empirical results concerning issue publics and voting is “surprisingly patchy.”11
To investigate if voters’ approval of the legislature on particular issues and the importance
voters’ place on these issues provides a brighter patch of accountability in American legislatures, a
subsample of CCES respondents were asked “how the [Insert State Legislature Name Here] is handling
the following issue:” for 11 different issues. Using these responses concerning “issue-level approval,” I
employ a statistical model similar to that presented in Table 3 but replace a voter’s overall state
legislative approval with their issue-level approval. To investigate the importance of issue importance, I

utilize the issue importance rankings detailed in Chapter 4 and examine the relationship between

11

This quote was found thanks to Leeper and Robison (2018).
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vote choice and a voter’s approval of the legislature for the single issue each voter found most
important. Otherwise stated, for one observation a voter’s state legislative approval rating could be
the voter’s issue-level approval for abortion, but for another observation it could be the voter’s
issue-level approval for immigration, depending on whether the voter indicated abortion or
immigration was the most important issue in their decision to vote for their state representative.
Using probit estimates of the relationships between issue-level approval and vote choice, I calculate
changes in present the predicted change in vote choice associated with a voter strongly approving
instead of disapproving of a legislature’s performance on individual issue in Table 5.12
For each of the 11 considered issues, I find little relationship between vote choice and voters’
“issue-level approval” ratings, even for issues prominent in the 2018 election, such as health care and
immigration. This lack of issue-level accountability is consistent with findings in this book. Recall I find
little evidence between a state legislators individual roll-call vote for a single issue and public opinion
concerning that issue in the legislator’s district (Chapter 5: Table X), and within this chapter, Table X
provides little evidence that objective measures of a state legislature’s performance on issues such as
the economy, education, or health care systematically relate to majority party seat change in state
legislatures.
Together, these findings cast a shadow on the prospects for both individual and collective
accountability in American legislatures, but when one considers whether voters care about a particular
issue, I find sunnier prospects for accountability. Using voters’ issue importance rankings, the final row
of two rightmost columns Table 5 indicate the relationship between state legislative vote choice and
issue-level approval for the issue a voter indicated was most important to their vote for their
representative in the state legislature. A voter strongly approving instead of strongly disapproving of

The relationship between a voter’s overall approval rating and vote choice within the subsample of CCES
respondents weaker than in the full CCES sample. Strongly approving instead of strongly disapproving of the
state legislature increases the predicted probability a voter in the subsample supports the state house
majority party by 0.012 (t-statistic 0.035) as compared to 0.020 in the full sample. Similar to full sample,
presidential approval has a stronger impact of vote choice than overall or issue-level state legislative
approval. A respondent from the subsample who strongly approved rather than strongly disapproved of
President Trump was 0.333 more likely to support a Republican state legislative candidate.
12
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Table 5: Differences in Predicted Probability of State House Vote Choice associated with
Changes in Issue-Level Approval Rating
Adjust Issue-Level Approval from “Strongly Disapprove” to “Strongly Approve”

Issue
Unemployment
Health Care
Transportation
Education
Abortion
Racial Equality

Predicted Change in
Probability
-0.017
(0.033)
0.007
(0.034)
-0.059
(0.028)
0.006
(0.026)
0.028
(0.032)
0.003
(0.041)

Issue
Immigration
Taxes
Corruption
Law Enforcement
Budgets
Most Important Issue

Predicted Change
in Probability
0.016
(0.035)
0.008
(0.034)
0.032
(0.041)
0.009
(0.028)
-0.026
(0.034)
0.147*
(0.028)

how their state legislature handled the most important issue to that voter increases the likelihood of
voting for the state house majority party by 0.147, and this relationship is considerably stronger than
that found between voters’ overall approval of the state legislature and vote choice (Table 4).
A “Miracle” Muddled by Misinformation
The above findings provide evidence that when voters care more about a particular issue, their
assessment of the legislature’s performance concerning that issue can shape American legislative
elections. We, however, know that the typical voter cares little yet alone knows much about state
legislative politics (Chapter 3). And this lack of knowledge is a central reason – if not the main reason why voters largely fail to hold state legislators collectively accountable.
To illustrate the important role misinformation plays in state legislative elections, I reconduct
my main analyses of CCES surveys but separate voters into three groups: those who correctly identified
their state house majority party, those who were not sure which party controlled the state house, or
those who incorrectly identified the state house majority party (e.g. stated the Republicans had a
majority of seats when Democrats did). I then calculate the predicted change in the probability of vote
choice associated with a voter strongly approving instead of strongly disapproving of a legislature for
each of these groups, which I present in the bottom three rows of Table 4.
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Across each the 2008 – 2018 elections, voters who correctly identified which party controlled
their state house were the most likely to hold that party accountable for its performance (Table 4:
Correct Voters Row). To illustrate this using findings from 2018 election – the election where I find the
least evidence of collective accountability when studying all voters - the dotted line in Figure 4 plots the
predicted probability of a correct voter supporting the state house majority party under different levels
of state legislative approval in 2018. The predicted probability an informed voter who strongly
disapproved of the legislature would vote for the state house majority party was .520. If this same voter
instead strongly approved of the legislature, this probability rises to .562. This increase suggests that
state legislative parties have an electoral incentive to gain voters’ approval, thereby helping solve the
moral hazard problem posed by representative government.
Misinformation, however, muddles the miraculous prospects for accountability in American
legislatures. While there is a positive relationship between state legislative approval and vote choice
among more exemplary “correct” voters, I find almost the opposite relationship between approval and
vote choice among voters who incorrectly identified their state house majority party in three of the six
considered elections. Again focusing on 2018, the dashed line in Figure 4 indicates when an incorrect
voter strongly disapproved of the state legislature, the predicted probability this voter supported state
house majority party was .566, but if this voter instead strongly approved of the legislature, the
comparable probability falls to .510. Taken together, the dashed and dotted lines in Figure 4 suggest that
when the state legislature performs well, informed voters who identify the state house majority party
electorally reward the party in power, but misinformed voters punish the incumbent party when the
incumbent party does a good job.
The counteracting relationships presented in Figure 4 help explain the weak electoral
connections in American legislatures and cast doubt miracles of aggregation ameliorate accountability
concerns. Misinformed voters try to hold legislative parties accountable by voting for or against the
party they believe to be in power, but their mistaken attribution ultimately punishes the parties actually
in power for doing a good job. Voters then try to hold their state legislators accountable but fail to so due
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Figure 4: Voting Behavior of Informed and Misinformed Voters

Lines represent the predicted probabilities of an individual voting for the state house majority party, and grey regions
reflect 95% confidence intervals. Dotted and dashed lines use estimates from separate regressions using samples of voters
subset by whether they correctly or incorrectly identified the state house majority party. By voting against members of the
state house majority party, even when they approve of the legislature’s performance, misinformed voters reduce the
incentives for incumbent state legislative parties to perform well.

to misinformation. For example, some voters may recognize that the state economy is weak (Figure 1:
left panel) but blame the wrong party. For successful miracle of aggregation to take place, “typical”
voters’ errors need to be random and cancel out. Instead, Figure 3 suggests these voters’ errors are not
random but rationally detrimental.
Further concerning is that voter behavior in state legislative elections regularly appears to be
shaped by attribution errors rooted in national politics, such as those found by Michael Sances.
Consistent with findings concerning seat changes in state legislatures, survey data provide
overwhelming evidence that national politics dominate state legislative elections. Table 6 is similar to
Table 4 but presents the predicted impact strongly approve instead of disapproving of the president’s
performance has on vote choice in state legislative elections. Such a change in presidential approval has
almost three times the impact on state legislative vote choice compared to a similar change in state
legislative approval. Figure 5 illustrates the remarkable relative impact of presidential to state
legislative approval using estimates from the 2018 election. In this figure, the solid line represents the
probability of voting for the state house majority party under different levels of state legislative
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Table 6: Differences in Predicted Probability of State House Vote Choice
Adjust Presidential Approval from
“Strongly Disapprove” to “Strongly Approve”

All Voters
Correct Voters
“Not Sure” Voters
Incorrect Voters

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

0.145*
(0.014)
0.126*
(0.018)
0.165*
(0.019)
0.143*
(0.023)

0.352*
(0.019)
0.356*
(0.023)
0.316*
(0.024)
0.372*
(0.070)

0.392*
(0.021)
0.419*
(0.031)
0.355*
(0.029)
0.428*
(0.058)

0.266*
(0.013)
0.260*
(0.019)
0.260*
(0.020)
0.251*
(0.038)

0.338*
(0.014)
0.328*
(0.023)
0.325*
(0.020)
0.348*
(0.031)

0.404*
(0.019)
0.401*
(0.024)
0.420*
(0.025)
0.253*
(0.035)

approval, and the dotted line plots the probabilities of voting for a legislative candidate of the
president’s party for given levels of presidential approval. With growing approval, predicted
probabilities of voting for these parties’ candidates increase, but changes in presidential approval have
over three times the impact of comparable shifts in state legislative approval and is stronger than that
found between voters’ issue-level approval of the state legislature and vote choice, even for the issue a
voter finds most important.13
The relationship between presidential approval and state legislative vote choice, furthermore,
cannot be solely attributed to voter misinformation. In each considered election, the relationship
between presidential approval and vote choice is comparable if not larger among correct (Table 6:
“Correct Voters” Row) and incorrect voters (Table 6: “Incorrect Voters” Row. In the context of the
miracle of aggregation, voters’ errors again do not appear to be random but instead are the systematic
result of perceptions of national politics. Errors instead undermine elections’ ability to solve the moral
hazard problem in American legislatures, as legislative parties have little control over the president’s
performance.

Rogers (2016) provides as similar study of New Jersey and Virginia state legislative elections, which occur
in the “off-year” separate from presidential or congressional elections, and finds presidential approval has a
larger impact on state legislative vote choice that state legislative approval in elections dating back to the
1970s.
13
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Figure 5: Voter Behavior under different levels of State Legislative or Presidential Approval

Comparisons of the relationships between an individual’s assessments of the state legislature or the president
and their state house voting decisions in the 2018 elections. Solid lines represent the predicted probability of
voting for a candidate of the state house majority party under different levels of state legislative approval, and
dashed lines represent the probability of voting for a member of the president’s party under different levels of
presidential approval. The relative influence of presidential approval is almost three times that of state
legislative approval.

Recap
Findings in this chapter rebel against the fatherly wisdom that “all politics is local.” State
legislative parties and their members do not appear to be held accountable for how their policies
perform, and voters’ opinions of state legislators appear to relate little to the outcomes of their own
elections. The relationships I do find between voters’ approval of the legislature and vote choice provide
some evidence that accountability exists in American legislative elections, but state legislative electoral
connections are weaker than those in U.S. House elections. Errors made by voters are partly responsible
for this discouraging relationship. Misinformed voters who are upset with the legislature punish the
party they believe is in power rather than the party that is actually in power, suggesting it may take
more than a miracle of aggregation to save statehouse democracy.
Voters attribution errors further compound problems for collective accountability in the
American federal system. The extent that state legislative elections are driven by national politics, they
become “second-order” elections analogous to European Parliament elections, in which votes are cast
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“on the basis of facts in the main political arena of the nation” (Reif & Schmitt, 1980, p. 9). Second order
elections are unlikely to serve what is elections first-order purpose – to hold state legislators
accountable for their own performance. If national-level assessments drive the outcomes of state
legislative elections, state legislators lack strong incentives to represent their constituents’ interests.
Why should a legislator work to stimulate the economy or gain the approval of his constituents if a
voter’s Election day decision not based on his own performance? Without this electoral connection, the
moral hazard problem posed by representative government once more rears its ugly head.
To this point, my search for accountability suggests poorly performing legislators have little to
fear come election day. These, analyses, however, do not imply that representation and performance
have no impact on legislators’ likelihood to reclaim office. Senator James Alesi, for instance, was the first
Republican state Senator in New York to come out in support of gay marriage, stating “I believe that if
you live in America and you expect equality and freedom for yourself, you should extend it to other
people” (Santoscoy, 2011) Alesi’s support was decisive for legalizing same-sex marriage in New York in
2011, but after casting his controversial vote, he did not run for reelection. Alesi was not afraid of his
district, telling The New York Times that “If I’m in the general election, there’s no question I’ll win the
seat” (Eligon, 2012) but thought that the district’s support was not enough, later stating “I’ve gotten a lot
of support from Democrats and the gay community, but unfortunately they can’t vote in a Republican
primary” (Lovett 2013). The following chapter will assess the extent to which Alesi’s fears of being held
“accountable” by primary voters were warranted.
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